Mechanistic insights into the roles of three linked single-stranded template binding residues of MMLV reverse transcriptase in misincorporation and mispair extension fidelity of DNA synthesis.
To obtain some insights into the structure-function relationship of Moloney murine leukemia virus (MMLV) reverse transcriptase (RT), we modeled the catalytic state ternary complexes of this protein using the corresponding RT from human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) and available structures of MMLV RT. We observed that three MMLV RT single-stranded template binding residues, Y64, D114, and R116, act as a linked set through mutual interactions, including hydrogen bonding and ion-pairing. The analogous residues of HIV-1 RT have a somewhat different environment and they lack this linked phenomenon. To understand the functional implication of this linked set of MMLV RT, we performed site-directed mutagenesis at these three positions. Then the mutant enzymes were examined for their biochemical properties and nucleotide selectivity. Mutagenesis of these residues (Y64A, D114A, and R116A) resulted in enzymes with slight to modest changes in polymerase activities. The processivity of DNA synthesis correlated positively with the binding affinity of the MMLV RT variants. Lower fidelity in mutants was indicated by measurements of misincorporation and mispair extension fidelity of wild type (WT) and mutant RTs, in contrast to earlier works that indicate that mutations at the analogous positions in HIV-1 RT result in relatively higher fidelity. These data together with structural analysis suggest that this structural set may therefore be a key factor responsible for the different fidelity of these two RTs.